Q4
-strand from a five-stranded β-270 sheet (Fig. 1b, green) , the central α-helix (Fig. 1,   271 blue), and an extended variable loop (Fig. 1b, red The hierarchical tree (Fig. 2a) (Fig. 4a-g ), which are located at a lower- 
Q5
The S1′ subsite is found on the 469 surface to the right of the catalytic zinc (i.e., the 470 primed side), often forming a tunnel that varies in 471 size among the MMPs (Fig. 1c) . The entrance to the values. It also narrows the back opening of the S1′ 520 subsite pocket (Fig. 4a) Structure-based multiple sequence fragment alignment.
541
A signature pocket can be conveniently illustrated (Fig. 4a) accommodates inhibitors that have long P′ 598 groups, sticking deep into the S1′ subsite (Fig. 5c,   599 rectangle). The MMP-3B signature pocket (Fig. 4b) , 600 in contrast, accommodates inhibitors that have short 601 or no P′ groups (Fig. 4f) . The topological tree of the subtree of the binding pockets for these MMP subgroups. The residue at corresponding positions from each member structure enters the alignment. For clarification, we show only the sequence fragment for one representative structure for each subclass of MMPs. All residues in the alignment occur in the signature pocket, namely their preservation ratio ρ is N50%. Residues that occur in the signature pocket with N 99% identity in residue type across all members are shown in blue, those with identity between 75% and 99% are shown in green, and those with b 75% identical residues are shown in gray. A special column in red represents a position that occurs in all subfamilies, but with a different residue type for each subfamily. This column corresponds to the X residue in the Pro221-X222-Tyr223 motif. For the MMP-1 subfamily, there is, in addition, a signature residue (red) that does not appear in other subfamilies. This corresponds to the key residue Arg198 that determines the depth of the S1′ pocket in MMP1 and hence is an important determinant of MMP-1 specificity. (Fig. 3) and the seven MMP signature pockets (Fig. 3) .
639
We find that signature pockets can be used to Classification of MMPs by basis set signature pockets.
674
We find that predicting MMPs using the overall 675 signature (Fig. 3h) 
679
We then explore whether the use of the basis set 680 pockets, as a whole, leads to a better prediction of the These predictions require the locating of the correct binding pockets from 900 surface pockets of nonmetzincin enzymes and 100 surface pockets on metzincins. t2:17 "Signature" = using similarity to individual signature pockets, with MMPs excluded; "Basis Set" = using similarity to each basis set, with MMPs included. Fig. 7 .
732
Among these, six are for oxioreductases (Fig. 7e-j) ,
733
two are for lyase ( Fig. 7b and d) , and one is for 734 isomerase (Fig. 7c) . We find that the main-chain fold
735
family and the conformation of the bound NAD are 
754
Multiple signature pockets for compact and extended
755

NAD conformations
756
The conformations of bound NAD cofactors ( Fig.   757 7b-j) take either an extended conformation (Fig. 7d,   758 e, and i, marked with an X) or a compact conforma-759 tion (Fig. 7b, c , f, g, h, and j, marked with a C).
760
However, each requires multiple signature pockets.
761
We find that a basis set of four signature pockets is 
767
The need for more than a single signature pocket is 768 exemplified in the two structurally distinct C-C 769 oxioreductase signature pockets for the compact 770 conformation of NAD ( Fig. 7f and g ). The conforma- 
839
Both this work and a previous study 29 classes has been built, a large-scale systematic ). The two pockets align well with a cRMSD of 0.76 Å for 29 atoms from 10 different residues. The structurally aligned residues are placed in the order given by the primary sequence of hv5. A sequence-order-dependent structural alignment method would not be able to generate this alignment, as aligned atoms from both proteins do not follow the order given by their respective primary sequences. 
937
Materials and Methods
938
A three-step process is used to compute the signature 
963
R and t can be found by solving the optimization problem: the new atomic coordinate x C (k) is computed as: terminates.
1114
The preservation ratio ρ is also used in the structural 
